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Abstract The engagement between two aggressively operating similar aircraft armed with boresight 
limited "all-aspect" missiles i modelled as a two target differential game between "two identical cars". 
By using a line-of-sight coordinate system the symmetry of the problem can be exploited leading to a 
reduced complexity in the game of kind analysis. The barrier trajectories are obtained in a closed form 
allowing us to generate closed barrier surfaces with a reasonable computational effort. These barrier 
surfaces enclose the "winning zone" of each player and the "region of mutual kill". The analysis reveals 
several new features not encountered in previous tudies. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The motivation of the present paper is to use a relatively simple mathematical model for the 
qualitative analysis of an air combat engagement between two aggressively operated similar fighter 
aircraft equipped with modern guided missiles. The classical pursuit-evasion game formulation [1], 
embedding the notion of an a priori role determination [2] is not suitable for such a scenario. 
Fortunately, the "two-target game" concept, briefly mentioned in earlier works [3] and rein- 
troduced a few years ago [4], provides the appropriate mathematical frame for meaningful analysis 
of such engagements. In the past several works [5 8] used this formulation. 
In a two-target game each player wishes to drive the state of the game to his own target set, 
while avoiding the target set of the opponent. This definition implies the qualitative (game of kind) 
nature of the solution, namely, partitioning the game space into the respective "winning zone" of 
each player, the region of "mutual kill" (if the intersection of the target sets is reached) and the 
zone of inconclusive "draw" (if neither target set reached in finite time). The qualitative two-target 
game solution is a necessary step towards the more complex quantitative (game of degree) combat 
game analysis [9], having the objective to find "winning strategies" by optimizing different pay-off 
functions in the different regions. 
In the present paper the dynamic model of the "'game of two identical cars" [10] is used. This 
model describes planar constant speed motion with a constrained turning rate. The motion is 
controlled by the direction and the (constrained) amount of the turning rate. The target set of each 
player intends to represent the firing envelope of currently operational "all-aspect" guided missiles. 
Firing is, however, limited to zero "off-boresight" angle. Based on physical and design constraints 
such missiles has to be fired between specified "maximum" (L) and "minimum" (1) ranges. The 
air combat engagement terminates when the "first firing" (which defines also the winning player) 
in the above limits takes place. The information structure of the game is assumed to be perfect. 
The above defined game is of six dimensions (three for each player) in a fixed absolute frame 
of reference, but can be expressed, if relative coordinates are used, by three independent state 
variables. In most previous works [1-10], the origin of the coordinate system was attached to one 
of the players, one of the axes being aligned with its velocity vector. In the present paper the game 
will be formulated based on the results of a recent preliminary study [11], in line-of-sight 
coordinates. Due to its inherent symmetry, such a coordinate system seems to be particularly 
attractive for two-target game analysis. 
The objective of the paper is to determine (for a given set of parameters) the "winning zones" 
of the players as well as the regions of "mutual kill" and "draw". This solution process is carried 
out by constructing the semipermeable "barrier" surfaces, emanating from the boundary of the 
usable part (BUP) of the target sets and enclosing the respective regions. As the first step, a simple 
pursuit-evasion game of kind will be solved identifying the characteristic element of the closed 
barrier surface in such a game. It is followed by the complete two-target game solution. This 
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Fig. 1. Two-target geometry in line-of-sight coordinate system. 
solution is compared with the results of  a recently published paper [12], analysing a similar 
problem. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The game between the identical vehicles with identical weapons takes place in a plane. In Vig. 1 
the relative geometry of the players is depicted in a line-of-sight coordinate system. Both vehicles 
have unit speed and their min imum turning radius is equal to one unit distance. Consequently the 
max imum value of  their turning rate is also unity. The equations of motion in l ine-of  sight 
coordinates (see Fig. 1) are: 
k = - (cos  4', + cos 4'~) {r) 
~ = (sin 4'~ + sin 4'2)/R + {71 (2) 
~2 = (sin 4', + sin 4'2)/R + a, (3) 
with the constraints 
Io, I ~ 1 i = 1,2. (4) 
Note that the state variables 4'i (i = I, 2) are periodical, i.e. 
4'i + 21r = 4', (5} 
which allows us to limit the analysis to the domain 
- 7t ~< 4', ~< ~. (6 )  
It can be also noted that the first term in the right-hand side of  equations (2) and (3) is the 
line-of-sight rate in a fixed (inertial) coordinate frame. 
= (sin 4', + sin 4'2)/R. (7) 
The target sets of the players T~ and T, are depicted in Fig. 2. They are defined by 
T~={I<.R<.L ,  fa~=0,4'/¢:O} i , j= l ,2  i¢./ .  (8) 
Note that each target set has two sides (4'~ = 0 + and 4', = 0 ) and therefore penetration may occur 
at either side. The target sets intersect along the line 
T,. 2 = {/~< R ~< L, 4', = 4'2 : 0}. (9} 
The game terminates when the state reaches one of the target sets ~ (i.e. by first firing) or their 
intersection T~.2. I f  the game terminates at T~ this is the victory of player i (i = I, 2), while 
termination on TL2 means a "mutual  kill". The duration of the game is not specified but it is 
assumed to be finite. Therefore, if none of  the target sets can be reached in some finite time the 
game ends in an inconclusive "draw".  
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Fig. 2. Target sets T~, T 2 in line-of-sight-coordinate system. 
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The preference ordering of the four possible outcomes is not obvious. Although each player 
wishes to win and tries to avoid victory of the opponent, the priority between a "draw" and a 
"mutual kill" remains a question of motivation, doctrine, etc. This problem will be addressed 
briefly in conjunction with the result of the two-target game analysis. 
The methodology used in this paper closely follows the classical approach of lsaacs [1] in 
generating "barrier" surfaces. First, the usable part of the target sets are determined by testing the 
possibility of penetration when optimal strategies are used. This condition can be expressed, by 
denoting the external normal to the target set Ti as n~ and the velocity vector of the game 
v = (/~, ~,, q52), by the inequality 
min max(ni.v)~<0 i , j= l ,2 ,  i# j .  (10) 
ai  or! 
The boundary of the usable part (BUP) is determined by replacing the inequality by an equality. 
Every point on the BUP is a candidate for being the termination of a barrier trajectory. 
A barrier trajectory is characterized by its semipermeability, expressed mathematically b the 
appropriate Main Equation [1] 
min max[2RR+2,~,+22~2]=0 i , j= l ,2  i~ j ,  (11) 
~i ¢xj 
where ).R, )-,, ).2 are the components of the gradient vector ~. of the respective barrier surface, 
whenever such gradient exists. For a smooth surface the time derivatives of the gradient 
components are given by the adjoint equations 
)~ = (sin 4h + sin 4~2)()~ + ).2)/R 2 
5[~ = -[2R sin 4~ + cos qS~().~ + 22)/R] 
)12 = -[2R sin ~b2 + cos ~b2()., + Z2)/R]. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
It is easy to demonstrate [11] thay by combining equations (1), (12)-(14) the following first 
integral can be obtained: 
~ + [()., + ).,)/R] -~ = C 2 = I. (15) 
By assuming that ).R and ().~ + ).2) are not simultaneously zero the constant C can be taken as 
I wi thout  hurt ing generality. 
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The test whether a point on the BUP can or cannot be an end-point for a barrier trajectory 
involves to verify the compatibility of equations (15) and (11) together with the transversality 
condition 
2 ( t t )=n i = 1,2. (16) 
This test also yields (if it does not lead to a contradiction) the optimal strategies to be used along 
the terminal part of the barrier trajectory. Along a barrier separating the "winning zone of player 
1" from other regions, equation (11) leads to 
c r*=-s ign{2~l  2~¢0 (17) 
a* = sign {2el  22#0. (18) 
For 2i = 0 the time derivatives have to be tested. Along the barrier enclosing the "winning zone 
of player 2" the min/max operations in equation (I 1) are commuted and consequently equations 
(17) and (18) change sign. 
With the optimal strategies at hand the set of barrier trajectories constructing the barrier surface 
can be generated by backward integration. In a recent paper [11] it is shown that for piecewise 
constant strategies the trajectories are obtained in a closed form. The main results, developed in 
Ref. [11], are given in the Appendix. 
Barrier trajectories, emanating backwards from different points of termination, may intersect 
along so called "dispersal lines" or other type of singularities. Such intersections, implying generally 
a discontinuity of the gradient, have to be tested for closure and against "leaking" [13, 14]. Only 
if such a test is successfully completed for all barrier trajectories emanating from the BUP of a 
given target set, one can say that the region for a specified outcome (winning or mutual kill) is 
determined. Such a solution includes, in addition to the required partitioning of the state space, 
also the optimal "barrier strategies" (to be followed at the vicinity of the barrier). These strategies 
guarantee that the state of the game does not cross the barrier leading to a less favorable outcome. 
Inside the closed regions of a fixed outcome the optimal strategies in a game of kind are (by 
definition) arbitrary. Non-arbitrary strategies can be determined in each closed region by 
optimizing some performance index, i.e. by solving a game of degree. As mentioned earlier the 
present paper concentrates on the qualitative two-target game solution. 
Since the target set with a non-zero minimum range generates everal new features not 
encountered in previous works it seems to be useful to obtain, as an introductory step, the solution 
of a pursuit~evasion game with player 1 as the pursuer. Several elements of this solution remain 
valid for the two-target game analysis. For the example presented in this paper the target set 
parameters were selected as L = 2.0, l = 0.5. 
3. PURSUIT -EVASION GAME SOLUTION 
Player 1 being the pursuer only his target set T~ has to be considered. The usable part of T~ for 
q5 a = 0 + is shown in Fig. 3. By defining 
62~sin I{l} (~2 (g /2 )  (19) 
the formal definition of the usable parts are the following, For ~b~ = 0 + 
For ~b, = 0 
--rt -G< q52 < q~ 2 I<~R<~L 1 
q~2 ~< 4)2 ~< r~ - ~2 sin ~b 2~< R ~< L 
-- 62~(~2~g I <-G R <-G L. 
-~ <~ ,~2 <~ -rc + ~2 
+ 62 <- <- -62 
I~R<<.L t 
- - s in  ~b2 ~ R -G< L 
I <.G R <~ L. 
The BUP for 4~j = 0- is shown in Fig. 3 by a dashed line. 
(20) 
(21) 
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Fig.  3, The  usab le  par t  o f  ta rget  set T I. 
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The optimal strategies along the BUP are summarized in Table I. It turns out that along the 
line R = L only a single point (A~) at q~2 -- +Tz can be a terminal point for barrier trajectories. Since 
at this point the optimal strategies are not unique, 
a*=l ,  a*=- I ,  or*=0, i=1 ,2  (22) 
it is an intersection of eight different rajectories, four of them being "universal lines" (UL) [two 
for the pursuer (PUL) and two for the evader (EUL)]. At the points Q~ (1,0 +,~/2) and Q~ 
(1 ,0 ,  -~/2)  "universal lines" of the evader (2) start. 
Any point along a "UL"  is the end-point (origin in retro sens) of a pair of regular barrier 
trajectories generating a surface of continuous gradient. The six universal lines and the respective 
optimal strategies are summarized in Table 2 with the other singular lines of this p-e game. These 
universal lines cease to exist when they intersect other barrier trajectories at the points B~, B~, Et, 
El, D), D'j (see Fig. 4). 
The respective families of barrier trajectories, generated by backwards integration from the 
different UL's, intersect each other (or a trajectory family leading to termination on the BUP of 
the target) along a set of dispersal lines of the evader (EDL), such as B~C~ (BICI), C~H, (CIHI) 
and E~G~ (EIGI). Although along the DL B, B~ both players can select different strategies, even 
here the selection is dominated by the evader's initiative. If the evader selects a* = 1 the pursuer 
must use a* = -1  and vice versa. The line connecting the points G~ and D t (G~ and DI) is a 
Table 1. Optimal strategies along the BUP of T~ 
0 ÷ 
0 
1 -~ < 4L, ~< sin ~l 
sin 4~2 sin ~ / ~< 4~ ~< n/2 
I re/2 
s in~:  n/2~<(~2~<~z-sin ~l
l n -s in  ~l~<~b,<~z 
n > 4L, >~-s in  ~1 
sin 4~: - s in  ~ I > 4~2 >/ -~/2  
1 ~/2 
- s in4b  --gi2~>4L~> --~ +s in  II 
1 -~z + sin ~l>~q~:> -~ 
0 L 
I I 
- - I  I 
- - I  0 
- - I  - - I  
- - I  - I  
- - I  
- - I  
0 
I 
I 
I 
0 
- - I  
0 I 
0 - - I  
I I 
- - I  0 
- - I  - - I  
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Table 2. Summary of singular lines (pursuit ~evasion game) 
Strategies 
End points Type (c**, a*) Remarks 
L ni,~crsa[ (0, I ) 
(0, I) 
( I, O) 
( l, (h 
(1.1)) 
I. I)( I, + l) 
I. +1) (+1.  I) 
(I, ] ) ( I ,  l) 
I, +-I)( I, Ib 
Semidispersal ( I, 4 I)( I, Ii 
Ridge ( I, +1) 
( I, I) 
Commuting (0, - I ) (  l, 1) 
Equivocal (4  [,d2) 
(,~,, t I) 
Switch (+1, +1)( I, +1) Pursuer 
A~B~ 
A~B{ 
Q,Dj 
A~E~ 
A~E; 
BrC~ 
B~BI 
ErG, 
D~('~ 
EiJiEi 
S~ l.j~ 
[~W~ 
W~H~ 
M~Hb 
Dispersal 
Pursuer 
Pursuer 
Ewldcr 
E,,adcr 
Evader 
l(,.ader 
(~ommnn dispersal, evader initiative 
E',,adcr 
E,,adcr 
Evader 
('losed trajectory 
Pursuer. connects all the closed traiectorics 
Evader 
semidispersal ine (ESDL). It is itself a barrier trajectory with the strategies a* = - 1, er* = + 1. 
but it also serves as the origin of trajectories reaching the EUL Q~ D~ by using the strategy pair 
~*=a*= - I .  
The trajectories that reach the UL A~E~ between the points E~F~ with the strategy pair 
er* = er* = - 1 are an exception, when integrated backwards, a process that can continue up to the 
target set (qS~ = 0+), they do not intersect any other barrier trajectory. They s tar t  (and not end) 
on the non-usable part of the target along the line l~J~ (see Fig. 5). It is also important to note 
that the points E~ and JI are connected by a closed barrier trajectory which is tangent to the BUP 
at J~. The behavior of a part of these trajectories will be further discussed later in this section. 
In Fig. 4 the projection of the barrier surface section generated by the tributaries of the four 
UE's ending in Aj is shown in the plane ~b~ 2 as viewed from the direction of positive (infinite) 
R. This is a smooth surface section (of continuous gradient) which contains all barrier trajectories 
terminating at maximum range. It is bounded by a set of lines with gradient discontinuity. In 
- -  ~ -- Trajectory . . . . . . . . . . .  Switch t "Pl 
Dispersal Equivocal d _+I 80  
J, Universal BUP target set 
2 
f 
ct ,.%-",. 
\ \ \  5r: ¢ W; 
c, Et 
I I __  1 M_  I _ _  I I 
0 -90  Z180 90 0 - -90  Z180 
Fig. 4. Max imum range barr ier  sect ion  (v iewed f rom pos i t ive  inf inite R). 
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addition to the dispersal and semidispersal lines, there is also a "ridge" trajectory along the line 
C1D~ (C~D~). It is a singular trajectory because the gradient has a different value on its two sides. 
However, the signs of the gradient components 2~, )~2 are the same on both sides and therefore the 
strategies remain continuous (a* = -1 ,  a* = + 1). 
On the minimum range BUP there are two sides to be considered, as already mentioned. 
Termination at ~bl = 0 ÷ requires q~(t l)< 0 and consequently a* = -1 .  At q~ = 0- the opposite 
extremal control tr* = + 1 is needed. First we concentrate the attention on the ~b~ = 0 ÷ side of the 
BUP (see Figs 5 and 6). 
Starting at Q~ (~b 2 = rt/2) on the line of the turning constraint (R = sin q52 > l) in the direction 
of decreasing q52 and continuing along R = l until the point M~ (~b2 = -~z), a family of barrier 
trajectories can be constructed by backwards integration using the strategy pair a* =-  I, 
or* = + i. A part of this family, ending between Q1 and K,, starts on the EDL CIH,. The other 
part, that terminates on the segment K~ M~, reaches in retro sens the symmetry plane ~b2 = + 7r with 
)h = 0, ~) > 0 along the line H~M~. This line turns out to be therefore a switch line for the pursuer 
(PSL) with a continuous gradient. Continuing the backwards integration with a* = a~ = I shows 
that these trajectories start  on the segment M~II of  target set. 
Table 3. Coordinates of all special points 
Point R ~b I (deg) t~ 2 (deg) Point R ~b~ (deg) 4,, (deg) 
A 2 0 180 O I 4.715 0 0 
B~ 4.655 24 - 1.9 PI 1.829 49.7 157.7 
C~ 4.265 64.7 11.2 Qt I 0 90 
D~ 3.1643 35.9 39.1 S~ 0.565 16.44 163.6 
E I 1.821 50.3 156.8 U~ 0.798 72.1 178.7 
F~ 1.842 48.8 159.4 V~ 0.701 0 107.8 
G~ 2.877 30.4 54.5 W~ 0.434 35.6 144.4 
H 3 0.5 69.6 180 Z~ 0.5 0 0 
I t 0.5 0 110.4 ~t 3.211 36.6 36.6 
J] 0.959 0 106.5 /'~ 2.44 75.9 -75 .9  
K 1 0.5 0 - 110.4 7 3.349 42.4 -42 .4  
Mt 0.5 0 180 6 3.364 33.0 33.0 
N~ 0.5 0 150 p 2 0 0 
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Fig. 6. Minimum range barrier section for 4~ = 0' (viewed from positive infinite R, maximum range 
barrier section removed). 
At the other side of the point Q], on the line Q~ JI barrier trajectories terminate with the strategies 
a* = o-* = -1 .  These trajectories tart on a part of the EDL E~G~. The other part of the same 
trajectory family (starting on E~G] and G~ Dr) is composed of the tributaries of the EUL Q~ D~. 
The ensamble of the trajectories that reach the target set along the minimum range BUP of 
4~ = 0 + generate, as it can be seen from the above description, a smooth barrier section. The 
boundaries of this smooth surface are the lines H~Cj, C~E~ the trajectory EIJ I, the BUP section 
J~QtM~, the line M]I~ and the trajectory IIH]. 
For the minimum range BUP with q~ - 0 similar results are obtained by replacing the value 
of ~b2 with 0z - 4~z) and denoting the respective points with a prime (E~, Q~, etc). 
It turns out that the three smooth barrier sections (the first generated by the maximum range 
barrier trajectories and the two others leading to both sides of the minimum range BUP) do not 
compose yet a closed surface. There are four openings of two different ypes on both sides of the 
maximum range-minimum range junction. Any such opening, if it is not filled properly, invalidates 
the existence of a closed capture region. As previously, the analysis will concentrate on the ~b~ = 0 ~ 
side of the barrier. 
The two openings on this side are created by the closed barrier trajectory JtE~J~ (see Fig. 5) and 
by the two different rajectory segments connecting the points H~I~, one with o* = o* = - I  and 
the other with a* = o* = + ! (see Figs 5 and 6). Each of the openings requires a different ype of 
solution. 
The barrier trajectory J~ E]J~ is a limit of a family of other closed trajectories, with o* = o* = - 1 
that do not reach the BUP of the target set and thus allow a perpetual chasing without capture, 
which can be interpreted as an escape. There exists, however, a unique point U Z on Ji El J] (as 
mentioned earlier, this limit trajectory reaches the BUP at Jt tangentially) which can admit a 
different optimal strategy than the original one (0* - -0*  =-1) .  At that point the necessary 
conditions of semipermeability and the others are also satisfied by the singular pursuer strategy 
a* =0.  Backwards integration with the strategy pair o* =0,  o* =- -1 ,  generates a singular 
"commuting" trajectory U~S~ connecting all possible closed trajectories of the game. The point Sr 
is a "'stagnation" point (a degenerated closed trajectory) of the game satisfying simultaneously 
/? = 4;] = q~2 = 0. The family of these closed trajectories form therefore a cone, which closes the 
opening of the barrier. A trajectory starting at any point of this cone will end finally, if the pursuer 
uses its singular strategy, either at the point Jj on the BUP, or at point A~ at maximum range. 
The second opening which is a result of the two different barrier trajectory segments connecting 
the point I~ with the point Hj is of a different nature. The point H~ is at the junction of the 
maximum range and minimum range barrier sections and can be considered as a dispersal point 
of the evader. A decision of the evader for a~' = - 1 leads via F~ to A~, while an opposite decision 
o* = + 1 leads to the minimum range BUP at K]. The two different trajectory segments belong 
therefore to two different families. One is a member of the tributary family of the EUL A~ E] with 
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Fig. 7. Barrier section of the trajectories crossing the switch line H~ M~. 
strategies or*--or* =-1 ,  while the other belongs to the minimum range barrier section with 
o* = o* = + I. Since these two families do not join to a single surface, some modification in one 
of them is required to close the barrier. 
Examination of the geometrical relationship between the two "candidate" trajectory segments 
ItH ~ calls for eliminating the one with o* =0*  =-  l and indicates the existence of a singular 
switch line with discontinuous gradient connecting the points I~ and H~ (see Figs 8, 9 and 10). This 
singular line has the characteristic of an "equivocal surface" [1, 13, 16]. When a trajectory reaches 
such a line, one of the players can decide whether the continuing path will penetrate or it will 
traverse along the line. The position of this equivocal type singular line I~W~H~ is determined by 
a set of necessary conditions derived in Ref. [16]. Along the segment I~ W~, where trajectories arrive 
with o* = o* - 1, the outcome is dominated by the evader's decision. The pursuer in any case will 
change its strategy to 0* = + 1. The evader's choice of o* --- + 1 will result in a crossing of the 
line. However, a singular strategy G2(R, q~l, ~b2) can keep the state of the game moving along the 
line up to the point W~. The situation along the other segment W~H~ is slightly different. 
Trajectories reach this segment with the strategy pair 0* = o* = + I. Moreover, the singular 
strategy of the evader at W~ becomes also ~2(W~)= + 1. The pursuer has two options along the 
segment W~H~. Selecting 0* -  1 forces the evader to select a similar strategy (or* = -1 )  and the 
resulting trajectory becomes one of the tributaries of A~E~ (EUL). The second (singular) option 
#,(R, 4~, ~5~), which assumes that o2 = + 1, can keep the state of the game to traverse along the 
line up to H~. (Computation of the singular strategy 6, as outlined in Ref. [16], requires the 
knowledge of the opponent strategy.) The evader, however, cannot risk to use o, = + I, because 
in this case the pursuer can drive the game immediately to the capture zone by using o* = - I. 
For this reason only the segment I~W~ is a true "'equivocal line" (EEL), while the second segment 
WLH ~ should be considered as merely a "'double switch line" with discontinuous gradient. The 
family of trajectory segments, with the strategy pair (a* = 0* = + 1), connected to the equivocal 
type line I~W~H~ eliminates the gap between the maximum range and minimum range barrier 
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Fig. 8. Barrier section of trajectories crossing the Equivocal-line I~W~H~. 
sections and generates a non-leaking junction (see Figs 8 and 9). (Note that in Fig. 8 only the 
( -  1, - 1) family of the junction I~WtH~ can be seen and in Fig. 9 only the (+ l, + l) family of 
this junction can be seen.) 
It can be thus concluded that the "capture zone" of the discussed pursuit-evasion game (i.e. the 
"winning zone of player 1") is enclosed by a piecewise smooth barrier, composed of five (5) smooth 
surface sections, namely: the maximum range section, two minimum range sections leading to both 
sides of the BUP (~ = 0 + and ¢~ = 0 ) and the two new surface sections generated by the singular 
lines U,SI (U'IS;). 
It has to be noted that a part of the BUP, between the points J~ and M~ (J~ and M~) does not 
serve as actual terminal points of barrier trajectories. Backwards integration from the BUP 
"turning constraint section" J~ Nt (J~N~) generates a family of trajectories along which the necessary 
condition of semipermeability ceases to be satisfied before they intersect any other barrier 
trajectory. Backwards integration from the segment N~M~ (N~M~) with strategies a* = a* = - I  
generates a semipermeable surface section which intersect other trajectories at the plane of 
431 
90  
H, 
60  
, o  
( 
(1 )  
M 1 2 R 
Fig. 9. Closed barrier trajectories with commuting line. 
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Fig. 10. Complete minimum range barrier section (viewed from positive infinite R, maximum range 
barrier section removed). 
symmetry, 4)2 = +_ x. However, this surface section is located entirely inside the barrier generated 
by the trajectories tarting on N~M~ with opposite strategies (rr* =r  r* = +1) and therefore 
dominated by it. 
4. TWO-TARGET GAME SOLUTION 
In solving the two-target game, formulated in Section 2 of this paper, the method of systematical 
construction of semipermeable surfaces from the BUP of the target set (used in the solution of the 
pursuit-evasion game of kind in Section 3) will be further applied. 
In the two-target game the respective target set are defined by equation (8). Compared to the 
previously solved p--e game the target set of player 1 is modified by excluding from it the line 
segment ~be = 0. This exclusion generates in fact two new BUPs in T~ (~bt = 0; 4) 2 = 0 + and ~b~ = 0; 
qS:=0 with I ~< R ~<L). From these BUPs, additional semipermeable surfaces have to be 
constructed. 
The transversality condition for a candidate semipermeable surface requires 2R(tl)= 0. Substi- 
tuting this requirement into equation (15) leads to 
[)q (tl) + ,;.2(tl)] 2= R~. (23) 
The Main Equation (I 1) along this BUP becomes implified by 
min max [)q(tt)a ~ + 22(t/)a2] = 0 (24) 
cr I rr 2 
yielding directly together with equation (23) 
2, (tf) = 22(tt) = + (RI/2). (25) 
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This result implies two pairs of optimal strategies along this BUP. 
a* = 1, o-* = + I (for ,;.,(tl) = Rt/2 ) (26) 
a*= +1, a*= -1 ( for)~,(t l )=-Rd'2).  (27) 
Both strategy pairs generate barrier trajectories with 
4~ = qS~. (28) 
These two families: 4, = -4_, > 0 starting at the side of 42 = 0 and 4, = -42  < 0 starting at 
the side 42 = 0+, generate two planar semipermeable surfaces intersecting the "minimum range 
barrier section" of Player I along the dispersal lines f17 and fl'?' respectively (see Fig. 1 !). All these 
barrier trajectories terminate in a "head-on" geometry between the points Z(R  = [) and p (R = L). 
The trajectories Zf l  and Zf l "  are "ridge" trajectories. 
It has to be recalled that in derivation of equation (15), when setting the constant of integration 
C = 1, it was assumed that 2R and (2~ + 2_~) are not simultaneously zero. Along the presently tested 
BUP 2R(11)= 0, the possibility of 
2, (t  I ) = - 22(t I ) (29) 
cannot be ruled out. In this case equation (15) has to be replaced, setting C = 0, by equation (29). 
This last equation leads, when substituted into the Main Equation (24) the following two pairs of 
optimal strategies 
c r*=a*= +1 for2~(t l )>0 (30) 
c ; *=cr~*=- I  for2_,(tr)<0. (31) 
Both strategy pairs generate barrier trajectories with 
41 = 4~ (32) 
and consequently two semipermeable surthces which intersect the "'mimmum range barrier section" 
of player 1 along the dispersal ines :~,6 and :~',5', respectively. 
These four new semipermeable barrier surfaces (see Fig. 11) eliminate a part of the "winning 
zone of player 1" but do not form yet a closed surface with the remaining elements. For this 
purpose further semipermeable surfaces leading to a "'mutual kill" have to be found. The most 
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likely candidates for generating new semipermeable surfaces are the four limit trajectories p?, PT", 
p6, pal 
Existence of another semipermeable surface reaching one of these trajectories requires that the 
necessary condition of semipermeability (11) will be satisfied with a different gradient and with 
different strategies. At least one of the players has to switch strategy at the candidate junction point. 
The test along the trajectories PT, P?' with ~b~ = -q52 yields a negative answer. Along these lines, 
no strategy switch is optimal. Existence of another gradient with the same strategies indicates that 
these lines are candidates for being "ridge" trajectories. 
Similar test along the trajectories p6, p6' with ~b~ = 4)2 reveals that at any point, satisfying 
R sin qS~ < 2 (33) 
both players can switch their strategies. This condition is indeed satisfied. However, only the 
strategy switch of player 1, from a* = + 1 to or* = - 1 on p6 and from or* = - I to a* = + 1 on 
p6', generates the required semipermeable surfaces. Those surfaces finally close the "'winning zone 
of player 1" along two new dispersal ines of player 2 (evader) 6?' and 6'7 (see Fig. 12). 
The "winning zone of player 2" can be determined by carrying out exactly the same procedure 
as outlined in Section 3 and in the present section, interchanging the roles of q~ and q52 and 
replacing the Main Equation (11) by 
min max [2RR + 2L4~t + 22q52] = 0. (34) 
~7 2 O" I 
This operation reveals that the semipermeable surfaces ~b, = -q52 and q5 t = q5 e serve for similar 
roles in the definition of the winning zone. The only difference is that the respective gradients have 
opposite signs, compatible with equation (34). Moreover the trajectories p6 and p6' serve also 
"switch lines" for player 2 and generate two other semipermeable surfaces which close the "winning 
zone of player 2" along the dispersal ines of player 1 76 and 7'6'. 
It can be summarized that the semipermeable surfaces fl?, /3'7', c~6, c~'6' (see Fig. 12) separate 
the respective winning zones of the two players. The planes themselves belong to the "'region of 
mutual kill". The other four surfaces p&', pya', py6 and P?'6' separate the two winning zones 
from the "region of mutual kill". They form together the lower section of the "mutual kill barrier". 
This "region of mutual kill" is closed by an upper barrier section generated by the intersection of 
the two "maximum range barrier sections" of the respective pursuit-evasion games. This section 
is composed of four semipermeable surfaces meeting at the point 0 and bounded by the dispersal 
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Fig. 12. Semipermeable surfaces separating the winning zone I and the mutual kill zone (viewed from 
positive infinite R). 
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f? 
lines 76, ,47', 7 '6', ~5'7 and the dispersal lines 07, 06, 07 ', 0ti'. This upper section separates between 
the regions of the "mutual kill" and the "draw" (see Figs 13 and 14). 
It can be summarized that the "region of mutual kill" is composed of a closed volume bounded 
by two different types of surfaces (separating this region from the respective winning zones, as well 
as from the draw region) and of four semipermeable planes separating the different winning zones. 
Along the surfaces separating the winning zones the players are committed to a mutual kill as the 
only alternative to loosing (allowing the opponent's victory). 
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Barriers of the two-target game (viewed l'rom posit ive intinite R). 
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It has to be noted that the intersection of the two p-e winning zones is larger than the above 
determined "region of mutual kill". It turns out that a part of "player l's winning zone" from the 
p-e game becomes a part of "player 2's winning zone" in the two-target game and vice versa. The 
reason for this phenomenon is that if both players play aggressively (as a pursuer) one of them 
reaches a firing position earlier. In other words the state of the game cannot reach T~ without 
crossing T 2 first. The "mutual kill region" is characterized by the fact that both target sets are 
reached simultaneously, i.e. the state of the game reaches the intersection of the target sets. 
Are the players committed to a "mutual kill" inside the closed volume of this region? It can be 
asserted [15], that if both players prefer "draw" as an alternative to "mutual kill", at least from 
a part of the "mutual kill zone" a mutually agreed "cooperative draw" can be achieved. The 
exploration of this new idea requires further investigation, out of the scope of the present paper. 
In order to evaluate the feasibility of such a concensus  (not likely to occur in a real air combat 
scenario) it has to be examined whether this inoffensive strategy can be safely played by the players 
in a part of the "mutual kill region". 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper a planar two-target game between two constant speed identical vehicles with 
identical target sets is analyzed using a line-of-sight coordinate system. The target sets, intending 
to serve as a simplified model of operational guided missiles, are characterized by having a non-zero 
minimum range limit. In this respect the present model is different from the one analyzed in a recent 
paper [12] in a conventional coordinate system attached to one of the players. For this reason the 
comparison of the two studies has only a limited scope. The comparison confirms, however, a great 
part of the results, such as the determination of the "maximum range barrier section" and the 
"region of mutual kill". 
Several new elements discovered in the present paper may have their origin in the non-zero 
minimal range of the target models. There are, however, other new results which seem to be 
independent of the value of the minimum range "/".  The examples for this category are: 
(a) no barrier trajectories terminate along a part of the BUP (JIM1), 
(b) the existence of the singular "commuting" line UISt. 
These phenomena have been verified for several values of " /"  approaching to zero and should 
be valid ['or l = 0 also. 
It can be summarized that the attempted analysis of the two-target game of interest has been 
successfully completed by a systematic onstruction of semipermeable surfaces. The use of a 
line-of-sight coordinate system allowed to present he results by fully exploiting the symmetry and 
the reciprocity of the two-target game model. 
The results of the two-target game analysis are three sets of piecewise smooth semipermeable 
surfaces, forming closed (non-leaking) barriers, and the respective optimal strategy pairs defined 
on each surface. The three barriers enclose the "winning zones" of the two players and the "region 
of mutual kill". The remaining part of the game space is the "draw region". 
Inside each "winning zone" the winning player can determine a non-arbitrary "winning strategy" 
by minimizing a given pay-off function while assuming that the loosing player tries to maximize 
the same pay-off. The solution of such zero-sum game of degree depends of course on the specific 
pay-off function that is selected. Nevertheless, all members of the "winning strategy" set have a 
common feature. At the vicinity of the winning zone's boundary the optimal strategy pair of any 
game of degree must coincide with the "barrier strategies" of the two-target game, as determined 
in the present analysis. This phenomenon can be interpreted by realizing that the "barriers" of the 
two-target game serve as state constraints for the entire family of related "combat game" [9] 
solutions. 
Outside the winning zones a game of degree is generally not well defined. An engagement starting 
in the "draw region" will not terminate in finite time, if at least one of the players uses an optimal 
evasive strategy. Mutally aggressive behaviour, however, can stear the state of the game from the 
"draw region" towards the target sets via the "mutual kill zone". The possibility of such an 
outcome, as well as of the "cooperative draw" mentioned in Section 4, depends on the preference 
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order ing  o f  the two non-w inn ing  outcomes  by the players.  The  order ing  suggested in Ref. [9] is 
on ly  one  o f  the possibi l i t ies.  The  fact  that  a p layer  may not  know the pre ference order ing  o f  his 
opponent  increases  the conceptua l  complex i ty  o f  the prob lem and seems to hand icap  a val id 
fo rmulat ion  for  this  most  in t r igu ing  par t  o f  a combat  game.  The  topic  cer ta in ly  deserves  fu r ther  
research.  
Since any  quant i ta t ive  combat  game ana lys is  requi res  the par t i t ion ing  o f  the game (or event)  
space into  reg ions  o f  a fixed outcome,  and  since these reg ions  are invar iant with respect to the 
pay-o f f  funct ions  o f  the p layers,  it can  be conc luded that  a qua l i ta t ive  two- target  game so lut ion,  
such as the one  presented  in this paper ,  p rov ides  the prerequ is i te  for  fu r ther  invest igat ions  in this 
d i rect ion.  
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APPENDIX  
Baekward~" Integration Of State attd Gradient Equations 
For convenience l t us define 
Oi -~ ~bil - a~'(r) dr (AI) 
()~--A ~/)2I a~(r)dr (A21 
r-At~ t (A3) 
4)1/ and 492i arc the vaJues of~l  and ~b, at r =0 (t =tl). 
Assuming time invariant strategies one has: 
0j(r) ~s - a*~ (A4) 
0:(z) - 4):I a*r. (A5) 
The rotation of the line-of-sight angle in fixed (inertial) coordinate frame ~ (r) is already defined in equation (7). Substituting 
equation (7) into equations (2) and (3). integrating and using the definitions (All (A5), one obtains 
~(z)=01(r )  - 01(r) ~/L,(r)-f;'dr) [A6) 
4'(t = t~) = q)(z - 0) - 0. (AT) 
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Moreover 
dR 
= cos ¢1 + cos ¢2 (A8) dt 
d(¢ , -0  t) d~ 
- (singh + sin ¢2)/R =--  (A9) 
dt dt 
d(¢: - 02) dt~ 
= - (s in  4~ + sin ¢2)/R = . (AI0) 
dr dr 
So instead of equations (A9) and (A10) one obtains 
Rd0  =-s inCt -s in¢2 .  (Al l )  
dr 
Multiplying equation (A8) by sin tp and equation (AI 1) by cos 0 and adding them yields 
d 
dt (R sin @) = -[s in 0~(t) + sin 02(r)]. (AI2) 
Similarly, multiplying equation (A8) by cos ~b and equation (AI I) by - s in  ~b and adding them yields 
d 
dr (R cos t~ ) = cos 01 (r) + cos 02(t), (AI3) 
integration of equations (AI2) and (A13) with ~r* 4:0 with appropriate nd conditions leads to: 
R (t)sin tp ('c) = [cos ¢ u - cos 0 I(t )]/a ~' + [cos ¢2t - cos 02(t)]/cr* & Y (t) (A 141 
R (t)cos ~ (t) = [sin ¢ u - sin 01(r )]/a * + [sin ¢2t - sin 0~(t)]/a ~' & X (z). (A 15) 
From equations (A14) and (A15) one obtains for any set of end conditions (R/, ¢u, ¢2t) embedded in the definitions 
of X(t) and Y(z), the trajectory equations 
R(r) = [X2(r) + Y2(t)]l'2 (AI6) 
O(t) =tg  t[Y(r)/X(t)] (AIT) 
¢ , (O=0, ( r )+~b(r )  i=1 ,2 .  (AI8) 
For singular trajectory with a* = 0, i = I or 2 one gets 
Y(t) = [cos ¢U-  cos 0i(t)]/a* - t sin ¢u (AI9) 
X ( t )=[s in¢~t -s in0 : ( t ) ] /a*+tcos¢! /+R/  j= 1 or 2, j4 : i .  (A20) 
The solution of R (t), ¢t (t), ¢:(t)  depends on the strategies a*, a~' which depends on the signs of 2 I(t ), 22(r) as defined 
in equations (17) and (18). Thus one has to compute 2~(z) and 22(t ). 
Assuming that ~r* are time invariant and that the gradient is continuous, substitution of equation (15) into equations 
112) and (13) [or (14)] leads to 
d2r dr- =(I-2~)"2dd t. (A21) 
Due to the separation of variables, the last equation can be directly integrated with the end conditions (,~.~,, 2 u, )er ) at r = 0 
(t = t~), 
2e(r ) = 2e~ cos t~ (r) + (/-u + 22p/R/sin 0 (t). (A22) 
Substituting equations (A22) and (15) into equations (13) and (14) leads to 
d2, 
d~ = )~R~ sin 0i(t ) + ()~u + z2p/Rtc°s 0~(t) i = 1, 2. (A23) 
Retrograde integration of (A23) with ~r* ¢ 0 leads to 
1 
2~(t) = 2,.,- ~ ,  {2r, [cos ¢ , / -  cos 0~(r)] - (21/+ 22t)/R r, sin ¢i/-- sin 0,(t)} i = I, 2. (A24) 
For a singular trajectory with o* = 0 one must have 
2i(t ) = )i,(t) = 0. (A25) 
Substituting equation (A25) into equations (11), (13) and (14) yields (j  4: i) 
• (, = -2  R sin ¢, -- Zjcos ¢,/R = 0 (A26) 
2RR + )gq~j = 0. (A27) 
It is a set of two homogeneous equations for the variables 2 R and )-r Since these variables are assumed not to vanish 
simultaneously, the determinant must be equal to zero, leading to 
~/sin ¢ , -  ,~ cos ¢,/R = 0. (A28) 
Substitution of equations (1)-(3) into (A28) yields an equation for a surface in a form 
COS(¢I -- ¢2) ~- Rap sin ¢i + 1 = 0 (A29) 
in which all possible singular lines generated by a strategy pair (a, = 0, a/) are embedded. 
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This surface contains also all the possible stagnation points of the game space. A stagnation point is characterized by 
zero velocity, i.e. /~ = q~ = ~2 = O. Equation (1) yields: 
/~ =-cos~l  coscb2=0~-~l+~b2=-~rc.  IA30) 
Equations (2) and (3) yield 
a I o - ,  !A31) 
8 = -2  sin qS,/a~ - -2  sin 0> o-:. (A32i 
Equations (A30) and (A32) define a line of possible stagnation points in the game space (R. 0,. 0,)- 
Now substitution of (A30) into the equation of the surface (A291 yields 
1 - cos( + ~ + 2~b, ) - - Ro. sin ~/,, 
and hence 
R - -2  sin ~,/a,- -2  sin 4,,/0 i / = I, 2. (A331 
As equation (A33) is identical to equation (A32), it can be concluded thal the line of all possible stagnation points is 
embedded in the surface defined by equation (A29). 
